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“FOR A FINANCIAL MARKETPLACE
WORKING TOWARDS GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT”

PARIS EUROPLACE SEVEN PROPOSALS FOR THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
In view of the presidential election, Paris EUROPLACE presented its proposals for a financial market
place working towards growth and employment.
Gérard MESTRALLET, Paris EUROPLACE Chairman, stated: “The competitiveness of the Paris Financial
Centre is a common cause, essential to France’s economic health and its influence within the European
Union. Therefore, we wish to meet with the presidential candidates and present them the reforms that
we recommend for the coming five-year term. France cannot maintain its international standing
without a leading financial market place.”
→ SEVEN IMMEDIATE MEASURES
1. Engage France towards fiscal and regulatory stability: systematically organise public consultations
and impact assessments prior to any large fiscal reform ; introduce implementation mechanisms
specific to each new fiscal measure; inscribe in a supra-legislative norm the commitments made in
the charter of fiscal non-retroactivity; ensure compliance of fiscal laws with superior laws…
Regarding taxation, Paris EUROPLACE would like to recall the proposals made in its report “Growth
and taxation” drawn up in the context of the “Paris Financial Market Place 2020” Committee in
November 2014 and updated in April 2016.
2. Accelerate the reduction of the corporate tax and bring it in line with the European average, in
order to attract or maintain company head offices in Paris. The gradual reduction in corporate tax
announced in the 2017 draft finance law (28% by 2020) must be accelerated.
3. Progressively reduce the payroll tax, applied to the financial sector, including an immediate
removal of the upper tax band which currently weighs on the creation of high-potential jobs in
France; confirm the commitment to remove the social solidarity contribution (“C3S”) in 2017.
4. Foster long-term savings: implement a taxation of savings which gives priority to long term savings
through the holding of shares and (i) broaden measures in favour of employee savings schemes
and retirement savings (bring corporate social contributions back to 8% - compared to 20%
currently), (ii) re-establish a withholding tax on financial income, (iii) remove the 3% tax on
dividends, (iv) withdraw the solidarity tax on wealth (“ISF”) and adapt the fiscal incentive
applicable to income tax accordingly. Assess the impact of any proposed tax or regulatory measure
in the light of its impact on corporate investment and on the promotion of long-term savings;
recalibrate investment rules at French and European level to allow institutional investors to
finance companies.

5. Provide all French citizens with access to pension funds. An ambitious approach to satisfy the
growing needs for retirement savings, as well as the financing of the economy, would consist in
creating retirement savings mechanisms.
6. Reinforce instruments which support the development of SMEs, improve incentive mechanisms
for venture capital and business angels; develop incentive mechanisms for the financing of
Fintechs and reinforce the supporting role of the “Pôle de Compétitivité FINANCE INNOVATION”,
which was created at the initiative of Paris EUROPLACE; implement the appropriate investment
tools to help new companies to increase in size and thus participate in the international
competition.
7. Adapt labour laws to make them more agile and thus foster job creations and the development
of companies. In particular, (i) for high potential jobs or in highly competitive environments,
propose innovative forms of contractual relationships; (ii) remove constraints which restrain
employment growth and ignore new working styles (notably in start-ups and innovative
companies); (iii) allow companies more flexibility to adapt to international competition (for
instance facilitate their effort at adaptation and reorganisation and ease the numerous
consultation procedures).
→ REFORMS REQUIRED AT EUROPEAN LEVEL








Regain control over our currency and domicile euro-denominated clearing operations in the
Eurozone.
Domicile European supervision agencies in the Eurozone.
Preserve the French universal banking model, which proved its resilience during financial crises,
in European banking reform projects.
Accelerate the relaunch of a controlled securitisation, implement incentive schemes for
securitisation entities, review Solvency II requirements for investors and CRD IV requirements
for banks.
Regarding Solvency II, ensure a genuine level playing field. While reviewing this directive, ensure
that there are no conflicts of interest between the UK and Europe. The UK should no longer
participate in discussions regarding future texts and directives to be applied to European Union
members.
For all projects regarding prudential, accounting and fiscal texts, negotiated not only at
European but also international level, influence the preparation of negotiation mandates and
their follow-up, with the aim to achieve a genuine level playing field for European players and
their international competitors.

→ PARIS EUROPLACE CALLS ON THE MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT’S SUPPORT TO:




Scrap the European financial transaction tax project (EFTT) concerning 10 out of the 27 European
countries which will lead to a reduction in competitiveness for the relevant market places and
sharp increases in the financing costs of companies. Furthermore, this project contradicts the
implementation of the new Capital Markets Union.
Waive the increase of the French financial transaction tax rate and the extension of its scope to
intraday transactions, maintain the incentives recently obtained regarding the distribution of free
shares.

→ PARIS EUROPLACE CALLS ON THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES TO:




Commit, as soon as they enter into office, to improving France’s fiscal attractiveness.
Promote at European level an ambitious and orderly project of Financing and Investing Union.
Address the issue of international financial regulation and the development of a form of
international economic governance.
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